Let H be a Hilbert space of analytic functions on the open unit disc D such that the operator M ζ of multiplication with the identity function ζ defines a contraction operator.
Introduction
Let D denote the open unit disc in the complex plane and let ζ denote the identity function on D, ζ(z) = z, z ∈ D. We will consider Hilbert spaces of analytic functions on the open unit disc D such that the operator M ζ of multiplication with the function ζ acts as a contraction operator on H, and we shall investigate the nontangential boundary behavior of functions in H or certain subspaces of H and the ramifications of this for the invariant subspace structure of M ζ . This paper may be considered to be a companion article to [ARS2] , where the same line of investigation was pursued for certain Banach spaces of analytic functions on D, spaces that we will call analytic P t (µ)-spaces. Here 1 ≤ t < ∞ and µ is a measure which is supported in the closed unit disc and such that the closure P t (µ) of the polynomials in L t (µ) is irreducible and has D as the set of its bounded point evaluations. Whereas in [ARS2] the work is based on a detailed analysis of the properties of the measure µ, in this paper the emphasis is on the use of the reproducing kernel for H and the minimal coisometric extension of the operator M ζ .
In this article we shall always at least assume that H is a space of analytic functions on D and satisfies the following two conditions:
(1.1) for each λ ∈ D the evaluation functional f → f (λ) is continuous on H, (1.2) ζf ∈ H for each f ∈ H, and ||ζf|| ≤ ||f ||. Property (1.1) implies that H is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space; i.e., for each λ ∈ D there is a k λ ∈ H such that f (λ) = f, k λ for each f ∈ H. k λ is the reproducing kernel for H. It follows from Property (1.2) that M ζ f = ζf defines a contraction operator on H. Using von Neumann's inequality it then follows that every bounded analytic function ϕ on D defines a multiplication operator M ϕ on H with norm equal to the H ∞ -norm of ϕ.
For many of our results we will also require the following two conditions:
If H satisfies all conditions (1.1)-(1.4), then it follows from (1.1) and (1.2) that for each λ ∈ D and f ∈ H the functions ζ−λ 1−λζ f and f 1−λζ are also in H. Hence (1.3) just means that M ζ−λ is bounded below. Note that (1.4) implies among other things that H is nonzero.
If E is a measurable subset of the unit circle ∂D, then we say that H admits nontangential limits on E if for every f, g ∈ H, g = 0, the ratio f/g has nontangential limits a.e. on E, where a.e. stands for almost everywhere with respect to one-dimensional Lebesgue measure on ∂D. At this point it is convenient to recall Privalov's Theorem, which states that a nonconstant meromorphic function in the unit disc cannot have nontangential limit equal to 0 (or ∞) on a set of positive measure in ∂D, [Ga, p. 94] . It follows that for H to admit nontangential limits on E it is sufficient that there is just one nonzero function g 0 such that for every f ∈ H the ratio f/g 0 has nontangential limits a.e. on E. Thus in particular if the space H contains the constants, then H admits nontangential limits on E if and only if each function in H has nontangential limits a.e. on E. We note that our definition of when H admits nontangential limits remains invariant if the space is multiplied by a nonzero analytic function. From this and the results in [Ri] it follows that if (M ζ , H 1 ) and (M ζ , H 2 ) are unitarily equivalent and satisfy (1.1)-(1.4), then they admit nontangential limits on the same set.
For each f ∈ H and λ ∈ D we have
Thus if g ∈ H, g = 0, we obtain the fundamental inequality
If we let v f (λ) = (1 − |λ| 2 ) f 1−λζ 2 , then by considering a unitary dilation of M ζ one sees that v f has a harmonic majorant. We will give further details in Section License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ANALYTIC CONTRACTIONS AND NONTANGENTIAL LIMITS 3371 2, where we will also show that there is an L 1 (∂D)-function w f,f such that v f (λ) converges to w f,f (z) nontangentially for a.e. z ∈ ∂D. It thus follows from the above that f/g is in the Hardy space H 2 (Ω) for every subregion Ω ⊆ D, where the expression (1 − |λ| 2 ) ||k λ || 2 |g(λ)| 2 is bounded. Recall that H 2 (Ω) is defined to be the space of all analytic functions h on Ω such that |h| 2 has a harmonic majorant on Ω.
Let k be a function defined on the unit disc with values on the extended positive reals. The nontangential limit superior K(z) of k at z ∈ ∂D is defined to be the supremum of A ∈ [0, ∞] such that there is a sequence {λ n } n∈N of points in the open unit disc that converges to z nontangentially and such that {k(λ n )} n∈N → A. We write K(z) = nt-lim λ→z k(λ). A standard argument shows that if k is continuous, then K is measurable and for each angle α, K(z) equals for a.e. z ∈ ∂D the limit superior of k(λ), where z is approached from within a fixed Stolz angle with opening α.
For a nonzero function g ∈ H we will consider the set
Roughly speaking this is the boundary set where the normalized reproducing kernel k λ (w) g(λ)g (w) is nontangentially bounded by the Hardy kernel (1 − λw) −1 . Of course the definition is motivated by the earlier discussion. Furthermore, the remark above implies that ∆ g (H) is always measurable, and we shall prove that the nt-lim λ→z (1 − |λ| 2 ) ||k λ || 2 |g(λ)| 2 exists and is finite for a.e. z ∈ ∆ g (H) (see Proposition 3.5). In Section 3 we shall see that it follows from standard results and the discussion above that H admits nontangential limits on ∆ g (H). We will also see that up to a set of measure 0 the set ∆ g (H) is independent of the choice of the nonzero function g. We shall thus drop the subscript g and write ∆(H) for the set of all Lebesgue points of ∆ g (H). Thus, H admits nontangential limits on ∆(H), and in Section 4 we will show that up to sets of measure zero ∆(H) is the largest set with this property.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose H satisfies (1.1) and (1.2) . Then (a) for every f, g ∈ H, g = 0 the function f/g has nontangential limits a.e. on ∆(H);
(b) for every g ∈ H, g = 0, there is a function f ∈ H such that for a.e. z ∈ ∂D \ ∆(H) there is a sequence {λ n } in D that converges to z nontangentially and such that | f (λ n ) g(λ n ) | → ∞ as n → ∞. Theorem 1.1 (a) will be proved as Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 1.1 (b) will follow from Theorem 4.1. In fact as one might guess from the discussion above, we shall see that f/g ∈ H 2 (Ω) for some appropriate nontangential approach region Ω ⊆ D. Also, if we assume in addition that the polynomials are dense in H, then we shall see that there is a nonzero function f ∈ H such that the union of ∆(H) and the nontangential limit set of the zeros of f has full measure in ∂D (see Theorem 4.1 (b)).
Theorem 1.1 gives a useful description of the set where H admits nontangential limits if one has asymptotic knowledge of ||k λ || as λ approaches ∂D nontangentially. For many applications it would be helpful if one had a more direct way to determine ∆(H), say from the norm in the space.
In the following we shall write |E| for the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set E ⊆ ∂D, and we shall say E ⊆ F a.e. if |E \ F | = 0.
Let µ be a nonnegative finite Borel measure with support in the closure of D. By P 2 (µ) we mean the closure of the polynomials in L 2 (µ). One can identify the space P 2 (µ) with a Hilbert space of analytic functions satisfying conditions (1.1) and (1.2) if and only if P 2 (µ) is irreducible (i.e., P 2 (µ) contains no nontrivial characteristic functions) and the open unit disc equals the set of analytic bounded point evaluations of P 2 (µ). In fact by (1.1) it is clear that one needs the point evaluations to be bounded, and the irreducibility is needed to assure that 0 is the only function in the space that is identically equal to zero in the open unit disc. We shall call such a space an analytic P 2 (µ)-space. It is well known and easy to see that if H is an analytic P 2 (µ)-space with measure µ, then dµ|∂D = h |dz| 2π for some nonnegative L 1 (∂D)-function h; see e.g. Proposition 4.1 of [ARR] .
It is one of the main results of [ARS2] that in this case
More precisely, it was shown that under this hypothesis
and that for every f ∈ P 2 (µ) the nontangential limit function of the analytic extension of f to D agrees a.e. on ∆(H) with the values of f as an element in L 2 (µ|∂D).
In particular it follows that ∆(P 2 (µ)) has measure zero if and only if ||z n || P 2 (µ) → 0 as n → ∞.
It is easy to construct examples of non-P 2 (µ)-spaces H satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) and such that ∆(H) has measure zero, but 1 ∈ H and ||z n || 0. For example, let g be an analytic function in D that has nontangential limits almost nowhere on ∂D, and set H = {f 1 + gf 2 : f 1 , f 2 ∈ H 2 (D)}, ||f 1 + gf 2 || 2 = ||f 1 || 2 H 2 + ||f 2 || 2 H 2 . Then M ζ is isometric and k λ (z) = (1 + g(λ)g(z))/(1 − λz), and it follows that ∆(H) has measure 0. Thus looking at the case H = P 2 (µ) it seems natural to add the conditions (1.3) and (1.4). We note that analytic P 2 (µ)-spaces satisfy these conditions.
If one is given a norm for a space H that is not necessarily a P 2 (µ)-space, then where might one expect the functions in H to have some kind of regular nontangential boundary behaviour? That is, is there a way to determine ∆(H) that does not rely on estimating ||k λ || at least asymptotically for λ near ∂D? Our construction is guided by the P 2 (µ)-situation.
Construction of the set Σ(H):
For f ∈ H we set f * = lim n→∞ ζ n f and A = {f ∈ H : ||f || * = 0} ⊥ so that · * defines an inner product norm on A, and clearly ζf * = f * for every f ∈ H. We let P A denote the projection of H onto A and we set Sf = P A M ζ f , f ∈ A. Then Sf * = f * for every f ∈ A, so S extends to be an isometric operator on the completion of A with respect to · * (see Section 2 for more details). This isometric operator has a minimal unitary extension U , which acts on some Hilbert space K. We shall see that the spectral measure of U is absolutely continuous (Lemma 2.1). We note that one can show that this operator U is unitarily equivalent to the unitary summand of the minimal coisometric extension of the contraction M ζ (the so-called *-residual part of the minimal unitary dilation of M ζ , [NF] ). Let Σ be a measurable set such that χ Σ (z)|dz| is a scalar-valued spectral measure for U (see [Co] , p.286). This set is unique only up to sets of measure zero, but if we let Σ(H) denote the set of Lebesgue points of Σ, then we get a set uniquely associated with the Hilbert space H.
We note that for arbitrary absolutely continuous contractions this set has played a role in the theory of dual algebras. In this context it often has been denoted by Σ * ; see e.g. [CEP] .
It is clear that if H is an analytic P 2 (µ)-space, then the operator U is just multiplication with the identity function acting on L 2 (µ|∂D). Hence it follows from equation (1.6) that ∆(P 2 (µ)) = Σ(P 2 (µ)) a.e. for every analytic P 2 (µ)-space.
We shall see that for every polynomial p and every f ∈ H one has ||pf || 2
2π . Recall that we introduced the function w f,f in the paragraph following the fundamental inequality (1.5). Thus, for each f ∈ H we have
Here the first inclusion follows by setting f = g in (1.5) and taking nontangential limits; the second inclusion will follow from Lemma 2.2 below.
Note that |Σ(H)| = 0 if and only if ||ζ n f || → 0 for every f ∈ H. Thus, an answer to the following question might yield information that does not readily follow from Theorem 1. If we once more take f = g in the fundamental inequality (1.5) and then take a nontangential lim-inf, then we obtain for all f ∈ H that
This implies by Lemma 2.2 below that in the a.e. sense
See Proposition 3.5 for the fact that the nontangential limit exists a.e. on ∆(H). This observation can be used to construct further examples which show that some extra conditions are needed to obtain a positive answer to Question 1.2. See Sections 7 and 8 for further details.
We already mentioned that one might add conditions (1.3) and (1.4), but Example 8.1 will show that there are spaces H that satisfy conditions (1.1)-(1.4) but with |∆(H)| = 0 and Σ(H) = ∂D.
We will give two types of conditions that will imply the a.e. equality of the sets in Question 1.2. In Section 7 we will develop a technique that for example can be used to show that if the reproducing kernel k of H is of the form k λ (z) = 1
for some positive definite and sesquianalytic function u λ (z) with u λ (λ) < 1 for all λ ∈ D, then
In fact we shall focus on the related case where k λ (z) is of the form
for some analytic functions ϕ n with ϕ n /ϕ 0 in the Nevanlinna class of D. In Theorem 7.4 we will show that in the a.e. sense
The other type of hypothesis that we shall impose on H for an answer to Question 1.2 will be discussed in Section 5. In particular, Theorem 5.2 will imply that ∆(H) = Σ(H) if we have the following uniform version of condition (1.3):
Condition (1.8) is often easy to check. If || · || K is a norm on the polynomials such that condition (1.8) is satisfied for every polynomial f , then the norm ||f || 2 = ||f || 2 K + ∂D |f | 2 h|dz| will satisfy (1.8) for every nonnegative L 1 (∂D)-function h. Thus if M ζ denotes the operator of multiplication by ζ on the closure H of the polynomials in this norm, if M ζ is a contraction and irreducible, and if for each λ ∈ D there is a c λ > 0 such that |f (λ)| ≤ c λ ||f || for every polynomial f , then H can be viewed as a space of analytic functions on D and it will satisfy (1.1)-(1.4) and (1.8). For example, it is well known that this is the case if K is a weighted Bergman space with standard weight, i.e., if K = P 2 ((1 − |z| 2 ) α dA(z)), α > −1, A = area measure on D (see [HKZ] or [ARS3] , Section 4). In this case the resulting space H will, of course, be an analytic P 2 (µ)-space. In [ARS3] , Corollary 4.3, it was shown that this hypothesis is also satisfied for certain other spaces K where (M ζ , K) is a weighted shift operator. We also mention that it follows from the proof of Proposition 4.10 of [MR] that all Hilbert spaces with "Bergman-type kernels" satisfy condition 1.8 (see [MR] for definitions).
Nevertheless there are spaces H satisfying (1.1)-(1.4), where condition (1.8) fails. Thus it will be useful to know that the uniform inequality (1.8) is only required for λ in an appropriate subset of D. In order to explain this we define the quantity
and we note that 0 < c H (λ) ≤ 1 for all λ ∈ D. We set
For analytic P 2 (µ)-spaces one can show that ∆(H) ⊆ Γ(H) a.e. (see Section 9), and in general it is clear that, if condition (1.8) is satisfied, then Γ(H) has full measure in ∂D.
The following theorem implies an answer to Question 1.2 on Γ(H), and it provides an analogue of (1.7). In fact, we consider it a computable asymptotic estimate on the size of ||k λ ||.
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Furthermore, for every f, g ∈ H, g = 0 we have w f,f = | f g | 2 w g,g a.e. on ∆(H)∩Γ(H) and if Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H) a.e., then
Here f g (z) denotes the nontangential limit of the meromorphic function f g , which by Theorem 1.1 exists a.e. on ∆(H).
Of course, outside of Σ(H) each w g,g = 0. Thus, if Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H) a.e., then the definition ∆(H) together with the remarks made earlier implies that ∆(H) = ∆ g (H) = {z ∈ ∂D : w g,g (z) > 0}, and this is independent of g = 0. Thus, if |∆(H)| > 0, then ||g|| 2 * = ||w g,g || L 1 = 0 for all g ∈ H, g = 0. Hence the following corollary is a simple consequence: Corollary 1.4. If Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H) a.e., then the following dichotomy holds: either ||z n f || → 0 for all f ∈ H or ||z n f || → 0 only for f = 0.
Suppose now that H satisfies (1.1)-(1.4) and let k be its reproducing kernel. We shall write LatM ζ for the collection of closed subspaces of H that are invariant for M ζ . If M ∈ LatM ζ , then M automatically satisfies conditions (1.1)-(1.3). The dimension of M ζM is called the index of the invariant subspace. Thus the index is either a nonnegative integer or ∞, and it has turned out to be an important object to consider when investigating the structure of LatM ζ . It is easy to check that only (0) has index 0, and by (1.4) H has index 1. Invariant subspaces of index 1 always exist in abundance. If f is any nonzero function in H, and if [f ] denotes the closure of the polynomial multiples of f , then [f ] has index 1. Similarly, any nontrivial zero-based invariant subspace has index 1. These last two assertions are relatively easy to prove; see e.g. [Ri] , where also a number of other elementary properties of the index function are presented.
If H = H 2 (D), then by Beurling's theorem all nonzero invariant subspaces are of the type [f ], so in this case they all have index 1. On the other hand, it is known that there are spaces H that contain invariant subspaces of arbitrary index.
Index n invariant subspaces can be represented as spaces of vector-valued analytic functions. In fact if H = L 2 a , the Bergman space of square area integrable functions on D, and if M ∈ Lat(M ζ , L 2 a ), then the restricted operator M ζ |M is unitarily equivalent to a multiplication operator M ζ modelled on a space of vectorvalued analytic functions on D, where the values lie in a Hilbert space of dimension equal to indM, [MR] .
The results of [ABFP] imply that invariant subspaces of index > 1 occur whenever ||ζ n f || → 0 for each f ∈ H as n → ∞. This is equivalent to saying that invariant subspaces of index > 1 exist whenever |Σ(H)| = 0. In the absence of a more general answer to Question 1.2 we have the following improvement of this result and a partial converse. For the proof of (a) we use some of the ideas and results of [ARS1] together with an explicit construction of a sequence that is dominating for the unit circle as well as interpolating for an appropriate subspace of H. As a corollary we obtain: Corollary 1.6. If H satisfies (1.1)-(1.4) and if Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H) a.e., then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) every nonzero M ∈ LatM has index 1, (b) H admits nontangential limits on a set of positive measure (i.e. |∆(H)| > 0),
By Theorem 1.3 the hypotheses imply that ∆(H) = Σ(H) = ∆(H) ∩ Γ(H) a.e.; thus the corollary follows immediately from Corollary 1.4 and Theorem 1.5. In [ARS2] it was shown that the conclusion of this corollary holds for all analytic P 2 (µ)-spaces.
If the hypothesis that Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H) a.e. is dropped from the statement and we only assume that H satisfies (1.1)-(1.4), then Theorem 1.5 shows that (a) =⇒ (b), (b) =⇒ (c) can be deduced from the theorem of Khinchin and Kolmogorov [Du, p. 226] , and, of course, (c) =⇒ (d) is trivial. Our examples in Section 8 will show that neither (b) and (c) nor (c) and (d) are equivalent. We do not know whether (a) and (b) are equivalent (see also Question 9.3).
In spaces H that are known to contain invariant subspaces with high index it becomes important to determine which functions f ∈ H are contained in such invariant subspaces and which are not. We note that it does not appear to be of interest to distinguish further cases dependent on what the high index exactly equals, because in Section 9 we shall show the following result: if ||ζ n g|| → 0 for every g ∈ H, and if f ∈ H is contained in an invariant subspace of index > 1, then for any n ≥ 1 or n = ∞, f is contained in an invariant subspace of index n. In fact, that will be an easy consequence of the results of [ARS1] and [ABFP] ; see Proposition 9.4.
On the other hand there will be many invariant subspaces that have the property that all larger invariant subspaces have index 1. For example, it is a very simple result that if the polynomials are dense in H and if f is a bounded function, then every invariant subspace containing f must have index 1; see [Ri] , Proposition 3.6. For analytic P 2 (µ)-spaces more results of this type are contained in [AR] . For weighted Bergman spaces also see [Ya] , [WY] and [ARS1] . In [ARS1] the majorization function of an invariant subspace M was introduced in order to study this problem,
It is easy to see that for the Hardy space H 2 (D) one has k M (λ) = |ϕ(λ)| whenever ϕ is a classical inner function with M = ϕH 2 (D). We note that this implies that the majorization function of any nonzero invariant subspace of H 2 (D) has nontangential limit equal to one. For the Bergman space L 2 a it was shown in [ARS1] that if M is an invariant subspace of index 1, then for a.e. z ∈ ∂D either k M (λ) → 1 as λ → z nontangentially or the nontangential lim-inf of k M (λ) is zero at z. In general, determining the relationship between the boundary behaviour of a given function f ∈ H and the nontangential boundary behaviour of the majorization function k [f ] (λ) is a very delicate task. We refer the reader to [ARS1, Section 5] for some results for the weighted Bergman spaces. We will see in Section 6 that for every nonzero invariant subspace M, nt-lim λ→z k M (λ) = 1 a.e. on Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H). Thus once one knows Corollary 1.6 the following theorem is of interest only if H does not admit any nontangential limits on any set of positive measure.
Then M is contained in an invariant subspace of index > 1 if and only if for a.e. z ∈ ∂D the nontangential lim-inf of k M (λ) at z is 0. This will follow from Theorem 6.4. For the weighted Bergman spaces H = P 2 (w α dA), w α (z) = (1 − |z| 2 ) α , α > −1 this theorem was proved in [ARS1] . Furthermore the sufficiency of the nontangential lim-inf condition on the majorization function for the existence of high index invariant subspaces is true for all Hilbert spaces satisfying conditions (1.1)-(1.4), and this was also shown in [ARS1] . Our new contribution here is the proof of the necessity under the hypothesis that Γ(H) has full measure (or under hypothesis (1.8)). We note that this adds new information even in the context of the weighted Bergman spaces, because Theorem 1.7 automatically yields information about the existence of high index invariant subspaces between two given index 1 invariant subspaces; see the discussion after Theorem 6.4. We also mention that in Corollary 4.3 of [ARS3] it was shown that a certain class of weighted shift operators M ζ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7.
For two individual functions we obtain the following result:
The special case of H = L 2 a of this theorem was known, [ARR, Corollary 7.7] , and for analytic P 2 (µ)-spaces the conclusion of the theorem was shown to be true in [ARS2] without the added hypothesis that E ⊆ Γ(H).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide some necessary background material about contraction operators T on Hilbert spaces and we define the set Σ(T ), which has the property that whenever H satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), then Σ(H) = Σ(M ζ , H). In Section 3 we will specialize to spaces satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) and discuss the set ∆(H). We will show that ∆(H) ⊆ Σ(H) a.e. and that H admits nontangential limits a.e. on ∆(H). In Section 4 we will construct examples of functions that show that H does not admit nontangential limits on ∂D \ ∆(H). This will be done by use of interpolating sequences. In Section 5 we will prove Theorem 1.3, and in Section 6 we will discuss the index of invariant subspaces and prove Theorems 1.5, 1.7, and 1.8. Section 7 contains answers to Question 1.2 with conditions on the reproducing kernel k. We note that the results of Section 5 (i.e. Theorem 1.3) are used in the proof. In Section 8 we present some important examples, and Section 9 contains further remarks and a question.
Contractions in general
In this section we will provide some necessary background material on the boundary set Σ(H). Recall that a contraction operator on a Hilbert space is called absolutely continuous if the spectral measure of the minimal unitary dilation is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on ∂D; see [NF] . The results of this section hold for all absolutely continuous contractions T acting on an abstract separable Hilbert space H, but will be applied later with T = M ζ or T = M * ζ . Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space with norm denoted by || · ||, and let T ∈ B(H) be a contraction operator on H. We start by noting a simple identity that will be used repeatedly. If x ∈ H and λ ∈ D, then
where we have used D ≥ 0 to denote the defect operator satisfying D 2 = I − T * T . Identity (2.1) can be verified by a straightforward calculation and for complex numbers λ, z it is analogous to the following identity:
Next we consider the following construction. Since ||T || ≤ 1 we have T * n T n → A 2 as n → ∞ in the strong operator topology, for some positive operator A ∈ B(H). For x ∈ H set ||x|| * = ||Ax|| = lim n→∞ ||T n x||. Then if A = ker A ⊥ , || · || * defines an inner product norm on A, and we use H * to denote the completion of A with respect to || · || * . Let P A be the orthogonal projection of H onto A and for x ∈ A set Sx = P A T x. Since T * P A A 2 P A T = T * A 2 T = A 2 the linear transformation S extends to be an isometric operator on H * . Let U be the minimal unitary extension of S acting on some Hilbert space K, H * ⊆ K. Then since A ⊥ is invariant for T we have for all polynomials p and q and all x, y ∈ H,
Here we have used E to denote the spectral measure of U .
Lemma 2.1. If T is an absolutely continuous contraction acting on H, then the spectral measure E of the unitary operator U is absolutely continuous.
Proof. Since U is the minimal unitary extension of the isometric operator S acting on H * , and since A is dense in H * , it suffices to show that for every x ∈ A, the measure E(·)x, x * is absolutely continuous. Let V be the minimal unitary dilation of T and letẼ denote the spectral measure of V . Then, if p is a polynomial and if
The lemma follows, becauseẼ is absolutely continuous.
We will now assume that T is an absolutely continuous contraction, and if x, y ∈ H we will write w x,y for the Radon-Nikodým derivative of the absolutely continuous measure E(·)P A x, P A y * with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure on ∂D, i.e.,
As we mentioned in the Introduction there is another way to think about the operator U and its spectral measure. To explain this, let T and H be as above and let B be the minimal coisometric extension of T acting on some Hilbert space L, i.e., the operator such that B * is the minimal isometric dilation of T * . By the Wold decomposition theorem B = S * ⊕ R with respect to L = L 1 ⊕ L 2 , where S * is a backward unilateral shift of some multiplicity and R is a unitary operator. For i = 1, 2, let P i denote the projection onto L i , and let F denote the spectral measure of R. Then it is clear that for all x ∈ H we have P 2 T x = RP 2 x, P 1 T x = S * P 1 x and ||x|| * = ||P A x|| * = ||P 2 x|| L . Thus for x, y ∈ H and all polynomials p and q we have
and the measures E(·)P A x, P A y * and F (·)P 2 x, P 2 y L agree. It follows that for every x ∈ H and for almost every z ∈ ∂D the nontangential limit of
at z exists and equals w x,x (z). In particular, we notice that w x,x = 0, whenever ||T n x|| → 0 as n → ∞.
Now let x 0 ∈ K be a separating vector for U (see [Co] , p.282) and write W for the Radon-Nikodým derivative of the measure E(·)x 0 , x 0 * . This measure is a scalar-valued spectral measure for E ( [Co] , p. 286). We define Σ(T ) to be the set of Lebesgue points of {z ∈ ∂D : W (z) > 0}. It is easy to see that Σ(T ) does not depend on the choice of the separating vector x 0 . In the almost everywhere sense Σ(T ) is the smallest set that carries E, and it is clear that for every x ∈ H we have
We point out again that in the literature on absolutely continuous contractions typically the notation R * and Σ * (T ) has been used for what we called R and Σ(T ).
The following lemma will be one of our main tools. For the case where T is multiplication by ζ on some P 2 (µ)-or L 2 (µ)-space with support µ ⊆ D the lemma was proved in [KT] . Also see [ARS1] , where a connection to Littlewood's theorem on subharmonic functions was pointed out.
Lemma 2.2. Let T ∈ B(H) be an absolutely continuous contraction, and let x ∈ H. Then with the notation as above we have
Proof. As above we let S * ⊕ R be the minimal coisometric extension of T acting on L 1 ⊕ L 2 . Thus, for x ∈ H we have
where S * is a backward unilateral shift of some multiplicity, R is unitary, and P i is the projection onto L i , i = 1, 2. It now follows from (2.3) that it suffices to show that for every y ∈ L 1 we have (1 − |λ| 2 )||(I − λS * ) −1 y|| 2 → 0 nontangentially a.e. That is probably well known, but since we do not have a reference we include a brief proof. If k ≥ 1 and y ∈ ker S * k , then
as |λ| → 1. Thus, the result is true for a dense set of y's. We set v(λ) = Re (I + λS * )(I − λS * ) −1 y, y . Then v is a positive harmonic function with v(0) = ||y|| 2 , and it follows from identity (2.1) that the nontangential maximal function N y (z) of (1 − |λ| 2 )||(1 − λS * ) −1 y|| 2 is bounded by the nontangential maximal function of v and thus satisfies a weak-type estimate of the form
An elementary standard argument finishes the proof. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 the spectral measure E of U is absolutely continuous. For
Let ε > 0 and let x ∈ K be a separating vector for U . Then {z ∈ ∂D : W x (z) > 0} has full Lebesgue measure in Σ(T ). Hence there is a δ > 0 such that
Since U is the minimal unitary extension of S, the closed span of
To finish the proof it will suffice to show that |V \ V n | → 0.
One easily checks that for every bounded Borel measurable function ϕ one has
Furthermore we have χ V \V n w h n ,h n |dz| = 0 for each n. Thus 
Proof. With the notation as above we have for any Borel set K ⊆ ∂D,
Thus the first inequality follows for every z ∈ ∂D that is a Lebesgue point for w x,y , w x,x and w y,y . We now note that |w x n ,y n −w x,y | = |w x n −x,y n −y +w x,y n −y +w x n −x,y | and we conclude from the above inequality that it suffices to show that there is a subsequence {x n k } k of {x n } n such that w x n −x,x n −x → 0 a.e. In fact, we may also assume that x n → 0. But then w x n ,x n → 0 in L 1 (∂D), because ∂D |w x n ,x n (z)| |dz| 2π = ||x n || 2 * ≤ ||x n || 2 . The result follows.
Hilbert spaces of analytic functions where M ζ is contractive
In this section we will assume that H is a nonzero Hilbert space of analytic functions satisfying only conditions (1.1) and (1.2). As before we shall write k λ (z) for the reproducing kernel of H.
The first lemma is well known, but we include its brief proof for completeness. 1) and (1.2) . Then M * n ζ → 0 in the strong operator topology. Consequently for all h ∈ H we have (1 − |λ| 2 )||(I − λM * ζ ) −1 h|| 2 → 0 a.e. as λ approaches z ∈ ∂D nontangentially.
Proof. It is clear that M * n ζ k λ = λ n k λ → 0 for each λ ∈ D. Hence M * n ζ h → 0 whenever h is a finite linear combination of reproducing kernels. Thus the sequence {M * n ζ } is norm bounded and approaches zero on a dense set and the first part of the lemma follows immediately. The second part follows from Lemma 2.2.
It is obvious from Lemma 3.1 that M ζ is completely nonunitary. Hence by a well-known theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foiaş [NF] , M ζ is absolutely continuous, and it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the spectral measure E of the unitary operator U of Section 2 is absolutely continuous. We shall now write Σ(H) for Σ(M ζ ), where M ζ is supposed to act on H.
Next we set up some standard notation. Let 0 < σ < 1 and z ∈ ∂D. Then we use Γ σ (z) to denote a Stolz region at z ∈ ∂D, i.e., the interior of the convex hull of z and the circle with center 0 and radius σ. Furthermore, for a closed set E ⊆ ∂D we let Ω E,σ = z∈E Γ σ (z). It is well known that Ω E,σ is a simply connected domain bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve. We say that a sequence {λ n } n≥0 in D converges to z ∈ ∂D nontangentially if λ n → z as n → ∞ and there exists 0 < σ < 1 such that λ n ∈ Γ σ (z) for all n. In the following we will usually keep σ fixed and write Ω E for Ω E,σ .
If
The following proposition says that one can do better if one is willing to neglect sets of measure 0 and let λ → ∂D nontangentially. Furthermore, if ||ζ n f || → 0 as n → ∞, then we have |f (λ)| = o( 1 − |λ| 2 ||k λ ||) a.e. as λ approaches z ∈ ∂D nontangentially.
The result now follows from Lemma 2.2.
It will follow from the next proposition that the set ∆ g (H) is independent of the choice of g if sets of measure 0 are neglected. Notice that it follows from Proposition 3.2 that for every nonzero g ∈ H we have ∆
For an open set Ω in the complex plane with 0 ∈ Ω we denote by H 2 (Ω) the Hardy space on Ω. This is the space of analytic functions on Ω with the property that |f | 2 has a harmonic majorant, and we take ||f || 2
Proposition 3.3. Fix 0 < σ < 1 and let H be a Hilbert space of analytic functions on D satisfying conditions (1.1) and (1.2) .
If g ∈ H, g = 0 and ε > 0, then there is a finite Blaschke product B, a closed set E ⊆ ∆ g (H) with |∆ g (H) \ E| < ε, and a c > 0 such that for every f ∈ H we have Bf
Hence for every f ∈ H the function f/g has nontangential limits a.e. on ∆ g (H) and ∆ f (H) = ∆ g (H) a.e. whenever f = 0.
Proof. Let g ∈ H, g = 0 and ε > 0. Consider the sets E n ⊂ ∆ g (H) consisting of those points z ∈ ∆ g (H) with nt-lim λ→z (1 − |λ| 2 ) ||k λ || 2 |g(λ)| 2 ≤ n and with the property that for all λ ∈ Γ σ (z) with |λ| > 1 − 1/n we have
Clearly E n ⊆ E n+1 and the set ∆ g (H) \ n≥1 E n has measure zero. Thus we may choose a closed set E ⊂ ∆ g (H) with |∆ g (H) \ E| < ε such that E ⊂ E n for some n ≥ 1. Note that k λ /g has at most a finite number of poles in Ω E , and hence there exists a finite Blaschke product B such that the function λ
is bounded in Ω E . If we let c > 0 be an upper bound for this function, then as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we obtain for all λ ∈ Ω E ,
Recall from identity (2.1) that the function λ → (1−|λ| 2 )||(1−λζ) −1 f || 2 is bounded in the unit disc by a positive harmonic function v f with v f (0) = ||f || 2 . This implies that Bf /g ∈ H 2 (Ω E ) and || Bf g || H 2 (Ω E ) ≤ c||f ||. It now follows from Theorem 10.3 of [Du] that for each f ∈ H the function f/g has nontangential limits a.e. on E. Thus by letting ε → 0 we see that f/g has a nontangential limit f/g(z) for a.e. z ∈ ∆ g (H). If f = 0, then for a.e. z ∈ ∆ g (H) we have
By Privalov's theorem this implies that ∆ g (H) ⊆ ∆ f (H) a.e. We obtain a.e. equality by reversing the roles of f and g.
We shall from now on drop the subscript and write ∆(H) for the set of Lebesgue points of ∆ g (H), where g is some nonzero function in H. Thus we have proved the following corollary, which also is Theorem 1.1(a).
Corollary 3.4. Let H be a nonzero Hilbert space of analytic functions on D satisfying conditions (1.1) and (1.2). Then H admits nontangential limits on ∆(H).
Note that Proposition 3.2 implies that for each f ∈ H the nontangential limit of |f (λ)| 2
(1−|λ| 2 )||k λ || 2 exists a.e. on ∂D \ Σ(H). It is of interest to note that the same conclusion holds on ∆(H). satisfying conditions (1.1) and (1.2) and let g ∈ H. Then for a.e. z ∈ ∆(H) ∪ (∂D \ Σ(H)) the limit of |g(λ)| 2
Proposition 3.5. Let H be a nonzero Hilbert space of analytic functions on D
(1−|λ| 2 )||k λ || 2 exists as λ approaches z nontangentially. Proof. For some ε > 0 let E ⊆ ∆(H), let the Blaschke product be B, and let c > 0 be as in Proposition 3.3. It follows from the fundamental inequality (1.5) with f = g and from Lemma 2.2 that nt-lim λ→z (1−|λ| 2 ) ||k λ || 2 |g(λ)| 2 > 0 for almost all z ∈ ∂D. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary it thus suffices to show that H(λ) = |B(λ)| 2 (1 − |λ| 2 ) ||k λ || 2 |g(λ)| 2 has nontangential limits a.e. on E. Note that it follows from the proof of Proposition 3.3 that H(λ) ≤ c for all λ ∈ Ω E .
Next we will apply some standard facts about positive definite sesquianalytic kernels. For some more background information we refer the reader to the first paragraph of Section 7. Since M ζ is a contraction it follows that the function (1 − λz)k λ (z) is a positive definite sesquianalytic kernel on D × D. Thus, there are analytic functions g n on D such that (1 − λz)k λ (z) = n g n (λ)g n (z) for all λ, z ∈ D. Let ϕ be a conformal map from D onto Ω E that fixes the origin. Since ∂Ω E is a rectifiable Jordan curve, ϕ extends to be continuous and 1-1 from D onto Ω E . We set f n (α) = Bg n g (ϕ(α)), α ∈ D. Now let C be a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {e n } n and define a C-valued analytic function F on D by F (α) = n f n (α)e n , α ∈ D. Then ||F (α)|| 2 = n |f n (α)| 2 = H(ϕ(α)) ≤ c for all α ∈ D. Thus F is a bounded analytic function, so by the Hilbert space valued version of Fatou's Theorem (see e.g. p. 81 of [RR] ), F (α) has nontangential norm-limits a.e. on ∂D. This of course implies that ||F (α)|| 2 has nontangential limits a.e. on ∂D, and it now follows from the fact that ∂Ω E is rectifiable that H(λ) = ||F (ϕ −1 (λ))|| 2 has nontangential limits a.e. on E.
For later reference we record that the preceding proof actually shows a slightly stronger statement. Indeed, since for each n the meromorphic function in D, Bg n /g, is actually in H ∞ (Ω E ), and f n ∈ H ∞ (D), the nontangential limits g n /g(z) and f n (w) exist respectively for a.e. z ∈ E and a.e. w ∈ ∂D. Thus for a.e. z ∈ E we have
Since ε > 0 was arbitrary this last identity actually holds for almost all z ∈ ∆(H), and the statement holds for every sequence of analytic functions g n ∈ Hol(D) with (1 − λz)k λ (z) = n g n (λ)g n (z) for all λ, z ∈ D.
Boundary behavior near ∂D \ ∆(H)
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1 (b) together with a strengthened version that will be needed later. Thus we again assume that H is a space of analytic functions which satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). If Λ ⊆ D, then we write Ntl Λ for the set of nontangential limit points of Λ, i.e. those z ∈ ∂D for which there is a sequence of points {λ n } in Λ that converges to z and lies entirely in some Stolz angle Γ σ (z).
Recall from [BSZ] that Λ is called dominating for ∂D if and only if Ntl Λ has full measure in ∂D.
Let Λ ⊆ D be a finite or infinite sequence of distinct points such that ||k λ || = 0 for all λ ∈ Λ. We say that Λ is interpolating for H if the linear transformation T Λ,H defined by
maps H into and onto l 2 Λ , the space of complex-valued square summable sequences indexed by Λ. If Λ is interpolating for H, then it follows from the closed graph theorem and the open mapping theorem that there is a constant M > 0 such that for all sequences a = {a λ } ∈ l 2 Λ there exists f ∈ H with T Λ,H f = a and
We call any such constant M an interpolation constant for Λ. Of course, if N is finite, then a sequence of N distinct points in D is interpolating whenever the corresponding set {k λ } is linearly independent. In the following we will need to keep track of the interpolation constants for various finite sequences Λ. Since the space H will be fixed, we will just write T Λ for T Λ,H . Note that in the special case where H ∞ is contained and dense in H the statement (b) of the theorem implies (a) with f = 1 and a certain g. This follows because interpolating sequences are zero sequences. Thus (b) implies that there is a nonzero function g ∈ H such that g(λ) = 0 for every λ ∈ Λ. Then neither g nor 1/g can have nontangential limits on any subset of ∂D \ ∆(H) of positive measure.
For the construction that is required for Theorem 4.1 we will need a series of definitions and lemmas.
Let g ∈ H, g = 0, and write
Thus the function L is continuous as a function on D with values in [0, ∞], and the definition of ∆(H) implies that for a.e. z ∈ ∂D \ ∆(H) there is a sequence {λ n } n∈N that converges to z nontangentially and such that L(λ n ) → ∞.
For λ ∈ D and σ > 0 we write I λ,σ for the open interval in ∂D that is centered at λ/|λ| and has Lebesgue measure |I λ,σ | = 2πσ(1−|λ|). Note that a simple geometric argument shows that a sequence {λ n } n≥0 ⊆ D, |λ n | → 1 converges nontangentially to z ∈ ∂D if and only if there is a σ > 0 such that z ∈ n≥N 0 I λ n ,σ for sufficiently large N 0 . Furthermore if we fix σ > 0, then it is a standard fact that there is a set E σ of full measure in ∂D \ ∆(H) such that for every z ∈ E σ there is a sequence {λ n } n∈N that converges to z with z ∈ n≥0 I λ n ,σ and such that L(λ n ) → ∞.
Since L is continuous and Z(g) is discrete, there will even be such a sequence with g(λ n ) = 0 for each n.
For the remainder of this section we will now fix a σ > 0 as above and write I λ = I λ,σ and (∂D \ ∆(H)) σ = E σ . Furthermore we use the notationÎ λ to denote the open interval in ∂D that has the same center as I λ and 3 times its length.
Proof. The definition of the set (∂D \ ∆(H)) σ implies that
Thus the compactness of E implies that there are finitely many points λ in D \ rD such that the corresponding arcs I λ cover E, L(λ) > L, and g(λ) = 0. The conclusion now follows from a Vitali-type covering lemma (see [Ru] , Lemma 7.3, p.137).
Lemma 4.4. If K > 0 and u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n are unit vectors in H such that whenever a 1 , ..., a n , b 1 , ..., b n ∈ C with |b j | ≤ |a j |, j = 1, ..., n, then || n j=1 b j u j || ≤ K|| n j=1 a j u j ||, then for all a 1 , ..., a n ∈ C we have
This is a part of the well-known Koethe-Toeplitz Theorem. The elementary proof can be based on a lemma by W. Orlicz (see [Ni] , p.159) or, similarly, on the fact that for any a 1 , ..., a n ∈ C and unit vectors u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n ∈ H one can inductively construct b 1 , ..., b n ∈ C with |b j | = |a j |, j = 1, ..., n and || n j=1 b j u j || 2 = n j=1 |b j | 2 . Lemma 4.5. There is a constant
More specifically, the following is true: -set, and if a 1 , a 2 , . .., a n ∈ C, then
Proof. We consider the adjoint operator T * F : l 2 F → H. It is clear from condition (4.1) that we must show that T * F is bounded by K and bounded below by 1/K. This condition is easily seen to be precisely what is stated in the second part of the lemma.
Since the intervals {I λ } λ∈F are mutually disjoint it follows that there is a γ > 0 dependent only on σ such that | λ i −λ j 1−λ i λ j | ≥ γ for all i = j and such that for every
Thus by Carleson's H ∞interpolation theorem there is a constant K > 0 dependent only on σ such that whenever c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n ∈ C, then there is a bounded analytic function ϕ on D with ϕ(λ j ) = c j , j = 1, 2, ..., n and ||ϕ|| ∞ ≤ K sup j {|c j |}; see [Ga] .
We shall now conclude the proof of Lemma 4.5 by verifying the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 with the above K and u j = k λ j ||k λ j || , j = 1, ..., n. Indeed, if a 1 , . .., a n and b 1 , ..., b n ∈ C are given with |b j | ≤ |a j |, j = 1, ..., n, then for j = 1, . . . , n we choose c j so that c j a j = b j . Hence there exists a ϕ ∈ H ∞ such that ϕ(λ j ) = c j , j = 1, 2, ..., n and ||ϕ|| ∞ ≤ K, and we have
In the remainder of this section, K will always denote the constant from Lemma 4.5.
We set f = λ∈F 1 − |λ| 2 ζ λ f λ . Then
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1 (a). 4.1 (a) . Let {E n } be a monotonically increasing sequence of closed subsets of (∂D \ ∆(H)) σ such that ∞ n=1 E n = ∂D \ ∆(H) a.e.. It is possible to find such sets by the remarks preceding Definition 4.2.
Proof of Theorem
We will inductively construct a sequence of V-sets {F n } n≥1 , a sequence of radii {r n } n≥0 ⊆ [0, 1), a sequence of positive coefficients {a n } n≥1 , and two sequences of functions {f n } n≥1 and {h n } n≥1 such that r 0 = 0 and for each n ≥ 1:
(4.2) F n is a V-set for E n with r n−1 ≤ inf{|λ| : λ ∈ F n } and F n ∩ Z(g) = ∅, (4.3) 0 < a n ≤ 2 −n , r n = 1+sup{|λ|:λ∈F n } 2 , (4.4) f n ∈ M F n and ||f n || ≤ K 2/σ, (4.5) h n = n k=1 a k f k , (4.6) if λ ∈ F n , then | h n g (λ)| ≥ n, (4.7) if 1 ≤ j < n and λ ∈ F j , then a n | f n g (λ)| ≤ 2 −n . We will first show how to use these functions and V-sets to prove Theorem 4.1 (a). We let Λ = n≥1 F n and f = lim n→∞ h n = ∞ k=1 a k f k ; this converges in H by (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5). If n ≥ 1 and λ ∈ Λ with |λ| > r n , then by (4.2) λ ∈ F j for some j > n and | f (λ)
Furthermore the fact that Ntl Λ = ∂D \ ∆(H) a.e. follows from the fact that every z ∈ ∞ n=1 E n lies in the intersection of infinitely many intervals of the typeÎ λ . Indeed, if z ∈ E n , then for each k ≥ n, F k is a V-set for E n . Hence there is a λ k ∈ F k such that z ∈Î λ k . It is clear that {λ k } k≥n ⊆ Λ and that {λ k } k≥n converges to z nontangentially.
We now start with the inductive procedure. Set a 1 = 1/2 and use Lemma 4.3 to choose a V-set
. It is clear that (4.2)-(4.6) hold for n = 1. (4.7) is vacuous; thus it holds trivially.
Next suppose that n ≥ 1 and that for j = 1, .., n we have constructed V-sets F j , radii r j ∈ [0, 1), positive coefficients a j , and functions f j and h j such that (4.2)-(4.7) hold for all j between 1 and n.
Set M n = sup{||k ζ || : |z| ≤ r n } + 1 and ε = inf{|g(λ)| : λ ∈ F j for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Note that ε > 0 since n j=1 F j is finite and does not intersect Z(g) by (4.2). Choose 0 < a n+1 < 2 −(n+1) such that a n+1 < 2 −(n+1) ε M n K σ/2, and use Lemma 4.3 to select a V-set F n+1 ⊆ D\r n D with F n+1 ∩Z(g) = ∅ and L(F n+1 ) ≥ n+1 a n+1 . For λ ∈ F n+1 set ζ λ = h n (λ)/|h n (λ)| if h n (λ) = 0 and ζ λ = 1 otherwise. Hence Lemma 4.6 implies the existence of a function f n+1 ∈ M F n+1 with ||f n+1 || ≤ K 2/σ, |h n (λ) + a n+1 f n+1 (λ)| = |h n (λ)| + |a n+1 f n+1 (λ)| and | f n+1 g (λ)| ≥ L(F n+1 ) for all λ ∈ F n+1 . We set h n+1 = h n + a n+1 f n+1 , and note that it follows immediately from the choice of our (n + 1)-st generation parameters that conditions (4.2)-(4.5) are satisfied. Furthermore for λ ∈ F n+1 we have
so (4.6) holds. Finally, we verify condition (4.7). If 1 ≤ j ≤ n and λ ∈ F j , then
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 (b) we need one more lemma. We will now assume that H ∞ is contained and dense in H and we will fix g = 1 in the definition of the function L. Thus L(λ) = 1 − |λ| 2 ||k λ ||. Then there is L > 0 such that whenever G ⊆ D is a V-set with L(G) > L, then
where the last inequality followed from the definition of L and because we have
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (b) . As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (a) we let {E n } be a monotonically increasing sequence of closed subsets of (∂D \ ∆(H)) σ such that ∞ n=1 E n = ∂D \ ∆(H) a.e., and we will inductively construct a sequence of V-sets {F n } n≥1 , where for each n, F n is a V-set for E n . Then as before it is clear that Λ = n≥1 F n satisfies Ntl Λ = ∂D \ ∆(H) a.e. We need to construct the V-sets F n in such a way that Λ is interpolating for H.
Choose a sequence of positive numbers {ε i } such that i ε 2 i ≤ 1/2. We will construct the sequence {F n } such that
We start by using Lemma 4.3 to choose a V-set F 1 for E 1 . Next we suppose that n ≥ 1 and that we have already chosen V-sets F 1 , ..., F n satisfying (4.8) for all i = j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n set δ i = ε i ε n+1 and let L i be the constant obtained when we apply Lemma 4.7 with F i and δ i . Thus we can use Lemma 4.3 to choose a V-set F n+1 for E n+1 with L(F n+1 ) ≥ L i for each i = 1, ..., n. It is then clear from the conclusion of Lemma 4.7 that (4.8) holds for F 1 , . . . , F n+1 , and we have shown that a sequence of V-sets can be chosen which satisfies (4.8).
We fix such a sequence {F n } and set Λ = n≥1 F n . For i ≥ 1 let u i ∈ M F i . Then for each n we have
This implies that
We now combine this with Lemma 4.5 to obtain
whenever the λ i are finitely many distinct points in Λ and a i ∈ C. This shows that the adjoint T * Λ of the operator from (4.1) is bounded and bounded below; hence (4.1) is satisfied and Λ is interpolating for H.
A condition for the a.e. equality of Σ(H) and ∆(H)
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3. Thus we shall assume that H is a Hilbert space of analytic functions on D which satisfies (1.1)-(1.4).
We shall need the following simple lemma. Recall from Section 2 that if f, h ∈ H, then w f,h is the L 1 -function satisfying d E(·)P A f, P A h * = w f,h |dz| 2π (see Section 2 for the definitions of A, E, and ·, · * ). In particular, equation (2.2) implies that if p and q are polynomials, then we have ∂D p(z)q(z)w f,h (z) |dz| 2π = pf, qh * . An easy approximation argument shows that this equality remains true if p, q ∈ H ∞ . If ϕ and ψ are another two H ∞ -functions, then we can apply this identity with pϕ and qψ and obtain ∂D p(z)q(z)ϕ(z)ψ(z)w f,h (z) |dz| 2π = pϕf, qψh * = ∂D p(z)q(z)w ϕf,ψh (z) |dz| 2π . It follows that ϕψw f,h = w ϕf,ψh . For λ ∈ D we use P λ to denote the Poisson kernel, P λ (z) = 1−|λ| 2 |z−λ| 2 , z ∈ ∂D.
Lemma 5.1. Let f, h ∈ H and λ ∈ D. Then for any Blaschke product B we have
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 we have
Recall from equation (1.9) the definition of the set Γ(H).
Theorem 5.2. If H satisfies (1.1)-(1.4) , then
and for every g ∈ H we have Σ(H) ).
Here f g (z) denotes the nontangential limit of the meromorphic function f g .
Proof. For f ∈ H we set ||f || 2 1 = ||f || 2 − 1 2 ||f || 2 * . Then || · || 1 defines a Hilbert space norm on H that is equivalent to the original norm with 1 2 ||f || 2 ≤ ||f || 2 1 ≤ ||f || 2 for all f ∈ H. Furthermore, if we use T * to denote the adjoint of the operator M ζ with respect to the norm || · || 1 , then since the space H satisfies conditions (1.1) and (1.2) with respect to || · || 1 we conclude from Lemma 3.1 that T * n → 0 in the strong operator topology.
Let ε > 0 and let H be a closed subset of Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H) with |(Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H)) \ H| < ε and such that for some fixed 0 < σ < 1 and some c > 0 we have
Let D denote the set of finite linear combinations of reproducing kernels of (H, ||·||), and let h ∈ D. Then h = n i=1 a i k λ i , λ 1 , ..., λ n ∈ D, and we let B be a finite Blaschke product with zeros λ 1 , ..., λ n .
The choice of B implies that Bg, h = 0 for each g ∈ H. Furthermore it follows from conditions (1.3) and (1.4) that for each f, g ∈ H, λ ∈ D with g(λ) = 0 we have
Hence for all f, g ∈ H we have
We combine the previous two inequalities, rearrange, and obtain
where the last inequality followed from Lemma 5.1. We now take nontangential limits to obtain for a.e. z ∈ H,
and we note that the inequality is valid for all f, g ∈ H,g = 0, and h ∈ D. We also note that we used the convention that ∞ · 0 = 0. Furthermore, since ε > 0 was arbitrary it follows that (5.6) holds for a.e. z ∈ Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H). Let E = {z ∈ Γ(H) : w h,h (z) > 0} ⊆ Σ(H) and use (5.6) with g = h = 0. Then we see that for a.e. z ∈ E the right-hand side of (5.3) converges to 0 as λ approaches z nontangentially. It thus follows from the first equality of (5.4) combined with (5.3) that for a.e. z ∈ E the nontangential limit of (f/h)(λ) exists as λ → z and w f,h (z) = f h (z)w h,h (z). This is true for all f ∈ H; thus H admits nontangential limits on E. By Theorem 4.1 this implies that E ⊆ ∆(H) a.e. Finally, Lemma 2.3 implies that by choosing h ∈ D appropriately we may make the measure of (Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H)) \ E as small as we wish. Hence Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H) ⊆ ∆(H) a.e. and since we already know the other inclusion from Section 3 this shows that
Another application of (5.4), (5.3), taking nontangential limits, and letting ε → 0 shows that for all f, g ∈ H, g = 0, h ∈ D we have w f,h (z) = f g (z)w g,h (z) for a.e. z ∈ Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H). In fact, since D is dense in H, Lemma 2.4 implies that the previous statement holds for all h ∈ H. Hence we see that
The fundamental inequality (1.5) and Lemma 2.2 together with Privalov's theorem now imply that for every nonzero f ∈ H we have w f,f (z) > 0 for a.e. z ∈ Σ(H) ∩ Γ(H).
Next we go back to inequality (5.5) and apply it with f = (1 − λζ)k λ , g ∈ H, g = 0, and h ∈ D. Recall that it is valid for λ ∈ Ω H , where the closed set Then H is a meromorphic function in D, and we must show that H is identically equal to zero.
Fix λ ∈ Ω E such that f (λ) = 0, and set Φ = (1 − λζ)P M k λ . Note that f (λ) = 0 implies that Φ(λ) = 0. Thus, since M has index 1, we have
and an application of Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1 implies that |H(λ)| → 0 as λ approaches a.e. z ∈ E nontangentially. By Privalov's theorem this implies that H is identically equal to 0. For weighted Bergman spaces with so-called standard weights, w(z) = (1−|z| 2 ) α , α > −1, the following theorem is equivalent to Theorem A of [ARS1] . It also implies Theorem 1.7 from our Introduction. Let M be an invariant subspace of M ζ acting on H. As in the previous proof for 0 < ε ≤ 1 set Λ ε = {λ ∈ D : k M (λ) < ε}, and recall that a set Λ ⊆ D is called dominating for ∂D if Ntl Λ = ∂D a.e. Theorem 6.4. Let H be a Hilbert space of analytic functions satisfying conditions (1.1)-(1.4) and suppose that Γ(H) has full measure in ∂D.
Then the following are equivalent: (a) for every 0 < ε < 1 the set Λ ε is dominating for ∂D,
P M 2 k λ and this equals the majorization function of M 1 considered as a subspace of H = M 2 . Thus the theorem automatically provides equivalent conditions for when there exists N with M 1 ⊆ N ⊆ M 2 ∈ Lat(M ζ , H) with ind N > 1. One just needs to replace k M in the above theorem by
Proof. The implication (a) =⇒ (b) is obvious; (b) =⇒ (c) was done in [ARS1], Corollary 2.7. In particular we note that the condition that Γ(H) has full measure in ∂D is not needed for this implication. Finally, the contrapositive statement of (c) =⇒ (a) follows from Proposition 6.2.
In many instances there is a strong connection between the nontangential limiting behaviour of a function f ∈ H and the nontangential lim inf of k [f ] (λ). For example, if ϕ is an L 2 a -inner function, then the symmetric difference of the sets {z ∈ ∂D : ϕ(λ) has a finite nontangential limit at z} and {z ∈ ∂D : nt-lim λ→z k [f ] (λ) > 0} has measure 0 (see [ARS1] , Corollary 5.9). Another example is, if f ∈ L 2 a is bounded in a set Ω E , where E ⊆ ∂D has finite entropy (i.e., the complementary intervals {I n } n of E satisfy n |I n | log 1 |I n | < ∞), then nt-lim λ→z k [f ] (λ) > 0 for a.e. z ∈ E (see [ARS1] , Theorem 5.11). Nevertheless it was also shown in [ARS1] that there are functions f ∈ L 2 a which have finite nontangential limits a.e. on ∂D but such that nt-lim λ→z k [f ] (λ) = 0 for a.e. z ∈ ∂D. It then follows from Theorem 6.4 (or Theorem A of [ARS1] ) that there is a g ∈ L 2 a such that ind [f, g] = 2. The following theorem will imply that any such g cannot have nontangential limits on any set of positive measure. Theorem 6.5. Suppose H is a Hilbert space of analytic functions satisfying (1.1)-(1.4).
If f, g ∈ H, f = 0 such that g/f has a nontangential limit on F ⊆ Γ(H) with |F | > 0, then ind [f, g] = 1.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 6.2 we have to show that for some λ ∈ D the
⊥ , and we shall show that the meromorphic function H(λ) = g− g f (λ)f ζ−λ , h is identically equal to zero. We note that the hypothesis implies via a routine argument that there are constants c, C > 0, 0 < R < 1, and a closed set E ⊆ ∂D such that |E| > 0 and such that for all λ ∈ Ω E , |λ| ≥ R we have | g f (λ)| ≤ C and || ζ−λ 1−λζ ϕ|| ≥ c||ϕ|| for all ϕ ∈ H. H(k) , then we set {f n } n≥0 = T f and note that f = T * (T f) = n≥0 ϕ n f n and ||f || 2 = ||T * (T f)|| 2 = n≥0 ||f n || 2 H 2 .
Let k λ (z) be a reproducing kernel such that H(k) satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), and let g be a meromorphic function on D such that H(k)/g ⊆ Hol (D). Then k g λ (z) = k λ (z) g(λ)g(z) defines the reproducing kernel for the space H(k g ) = H(k)/g, ||f/g|| H(k g ) = ||f || H(k) for f ∈ H(k). We note that it is easy to see that H(k g ) satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), M ζ |H(k g ) is unitarily equivalent to M ζ |H(k), ∆(H(k)) = ∆(H(k g )), Σ(H(k)) = Σ(H(k g )), Γ(H(k)) = Γ(H(k g )), and that H(k) satisfies (1.3) and (1.4) if and only if H(k g ) does.
In the following we will use N (D) to denote the Nevanlinna class of the unit disc, i.e., the set of meromorphic functions that can be written as quotients of bounded analytic functions on D. 1)-(1.4) and if the defect operator D has finite rank, then Γ(H(k)) has full measure in ∂D and ∆(H(k)) = Σ(H(k)) = ∂D a.e.
Proof. Suppose first that H(k) satisfies conditions (1.1)-(1.4) and that D has finite rank. As remarked before Lemma 7.1 we have (1 − λz)k λ (z) = l λ (z) = N n=0 ϕ n (λ)ϕ n (z) for some N ∈ N and analytic functions ϕ 0 , · · · , ϕ N . In fact, by Lemma 7.1 each ϕ i ∈ H(k). Fix α ∈ D with ϕ 0 (α) = 0. It follows from conditions (1.3) and (1.4) that for each n = 1, · · · , N the function ϕ n − ϕ n ϕ 0 (α)ϕ 0 ζ−α ∈ H(k). Hence Lemma 7.1 implies that there are f n,k ∈ H 2 such that
This leads to the system of equations
Cramer's rule now easily implies that for each n = 1, · · · , N we have ϕ n ϕ 0 ∈ N (D). Thus, if f ∈ H(k), then since f/ϕ 0 = N n=0 ϕ n ϕ 0 f n for functions f n ∈ H 2 we conclude that f/ϕ 0 ∈ N (D). It follows that k λ /f is in the Nevanlinna class for every λ ∈ D and f ∈ H(k), f = 0.
Now suppose that f ∈ H(k), f = 0, that D has finite rank, and that k λ /f ∈ N (D) for every λ ∈ D. Then l λ /f = (1 − λζ)k λ /f ∈ N (D) for every λ ∈ D. Finite linear combinations of l λ , λ ∈ D, are dense in H(l); thus H(l) will have an orthonormal basis {ψ n } n≥0 such that each function ψ n /f ∈ N (D). By the hypothesis H(l) is finite dimensional; hence there is a nonzero Nevanlinna class function h such that ϕ n = hψ n /f is in H ∞ for each n. In fact we may arrange For g ∈ H(k), g(z) = ∞ n=0ĝ (n)z n , we have ||g|| 2 = ∞ n=0 w n |ĝ(n)| 2 . This implies that with g k (z) = z k k −1 we have ||ζg k || 2 /||g k || 2 = 1/k; i.e., M ζ is not bounded below. Thus, condition (1.3) cannot be satisfied for H(k). In fact, since M ζ is a weighted shift operator, it follows that M ζ − λ is not bounded below for any λ ∈ D (see [Sh] , p. 69, Theorem 6).
If k satisfies (7.1), then ϕ n /ϕ 0 has nontangential limits a.e. on ∂D, and by Fatou's lemma we see that for a.e. z ∈ ∂D,
Of course, by Proposition 3.5 and the remark following it we have equality on ∆(H(k)), i.e., on the set where all three quantities are finite. Also recall from the remark after Question 1.2 that
Theorem 7.4. Suppose k is of the form (7.1). Then
and for every g ∈ H(k) we have (7.2) w g,g (z) = nt-lim λ→z |g(λ)| 2 (1 − |λ| 2 )||k λ || 2 for a.e. z ∈ ∆(H(k)).
Proof. For
. Then by Lemma 7.1 the sequence of spaces H(k N ) is increasing in N and for each N ∈ N, H(k N ) is contractively contained in H(k); i.e., for each g ∈ H(k N ) we have ||g|| H(k) ≤ ||g|| H(k N ) . Condition (7.1) and Proposition 7.2 imply that we can apply Theorem 5.2 with Γ(H(k N )) = ∆(H(k N )) = ∂D a.e. Hence for every g ∈ H(k N ) the function g/ϕ 0 (λ) has nontangential limits g/ϕ 0 (z) a.e. on ∂D (in fact, g/ϕ 0 ∈ N (D)), and nt-lim
for a.e. z ∈ ∂D.
Thus by Lemma 2.2 we get for g ∈ H(k j ), j ≤ N and a.e. z ∈ ∂D,
. This is valid for every N ≥ j; hence for g ∈ H(k j ) we have (7.3) w g,g (z) ≤ | g ϕ 0 (z)| 2 ∞ n=0 | ϕ n ϕ 0 (z)| 2 for a.e. z ∈ ∂D.
This implies that for each such g we have w g,g = 0 a.e. on the set {z ∈ ∂D : n≥0 | ϕ n ϕ 0 (z)| 2 = ∞} a.e. or in other words {z ∈ ∂D : w g,g (z) > 0} ⊆ {z ∈ ∂D : n≥0 | ϕ n ϕ 0 (z)| 2 < ∞} a.e. Thus an application of Lemma 2.3 with the dense set D = j≥0 H(k j ) shows that Σ(H(k)) ⊆ {z ∈ ∂D : n≥0 | ϕ n ϕ 0 (z)| 2 < ∞} a.e. Furthermore, inequality (7.3), along with Proposition 3.2 and the remark after Proposition 3.5, implies that for each j ∈ N and g ∈ H(k j ) equation (7.2) holds. Of course, this applies with the function g = ϕ 0 . Thus taking nontangential limits in the fundamental inequality (1.5) we see that for all f ∈ H(k) we have ∆(H(k) ).
Now let f ∈ H(k).
Then by Lemma 7.1 there is a sequence {g j } → f and such that g j ∈ H(k j ) for j = 1, 2, . . .. Lemma 2.4 and the above inequality imply the existence of a subsequence {g j k } such that w g j k ,g j k → w f,f and g j k /ϕ 0 → f/ϕ 0 a.e. on ∆(H(k)). Thus, (7.2) holds for all f ∈ H(k).
We conclude this section by noting that a similar argument can be applied to other types of reproducing kernels. For example, let u λ (z) be positive definite and sesquianalytic with u λ (λ) < 1 for all λ ∈ D, and let k λ (z) = 1 1−λz 1 1−u λ (z) . Then it follows that there are H ∞ -functions u n such that u λ (z) = n≥1 u n (λ)u n (z). Thus by a version of Fatou's Theorem (see p.81 of [RR] ) it follows that for a.e. z ∈ ∂D we have u z (z) := n≥1 |u n (z)| 2 = nt-lim λ→z u λ (λ) ≤ 1. In this case one shows (7.2) and that ∆(H(k)) = Σ(H(k)) = {z ∈ ∂D : u z (z) < 1}. For the proof one uses an approximation of k with kernels k N 1 ,N 2 λ (z) = N 1 k=0 N 2 n=1 u n (λ)u n (z) k 1−λz . We omit the details.
Examples
We will now present examples of spaces H that satisfy conditions (1.1)-(1.4), have a reproducing kernel of the type as in (7.1), but with |∆(H)| = 0 and Σ(H) = ∂D. Thus from Lemma 2.3 it is clear that all of these spaces H contain functions f such that w f,f = 0 or in other words such that ||ζ n f || 0 as n → ∞. We will further see that for some of those spaces one has ||ζ n f || 0 whenever f = 0, i.e. conditions (b) and (c) of Corollary 1.6 are not equivalent in the absence of Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H), while for other spaces ||ζ n f || → 0 for some nonzero f ∈ H, and so (c) and (d) of Corollary 1.6 are not equivalent either without the assumption Σ(H) ⊆ Γ(H).
Example 8.1 Let Λ = {λ n } n≥0 be a sequence of distinct points in D such that Λ has no accumulation point in D, let f be an analytic function in D with simple zeros at λ n and no other zeros, and let c, w n > 0 be such that ∞ n=0 w n 1−|λ n | 2 ≤ c. Note that for all a n ∈ C, (1 − |λ n | 2 ) |a n | 2 w n ≤ ∞ n=0 |a n | 2 w n .
Thus whenever ∞ n=0 |a n | 2 w n < ∞, ∞ n=0 a n ζ−λ n defines a meromorphic function in D with a simple pole at each λ n . We define H to be the set of analytic functions g of (see e.g. [Se] , [DS] ). Next we choose {w n } n≥0 and c > 0 such that ∞ n=0 w n 1−|λ n | 2 ≤ c and w n ≤ (1 − |λ n | 2 ) 2 for all n.
If g = f (u + ∞ n=0 a n ζ−λ n ) ∈ H such that ||ζ k g|| → 0 as k → ∞, then u = 0 and ∞ n=0 a n λ k n = 0 for all k ≥ 0. Thus ∞ n=0 a n p(λ n ) = 0 for every polynomial p. Furthermore, for any f ∈ L 2 a we have
where the last inequality follows from (4.1) since the reproducing kernel for L 2 a is k λ (z) = (1 − λz) −2 . It follows that ∞ n=0 a n f (λ n ) = 0 for every f ∈ L 2 a . Since Λ = {λ n } n≥0 is interpolating for L 2 a for each n, we may choose f n ∈ L 2 a such that f n (λ n ) = 0 but f n (λ j ) = 0 for all j = n. Hence a n = 0 for all n, i.e. g = 0.
Next we will describe a situation where |∆(H)| = 0, Σ(H) = ∂D, but ||ζ n g|| → 0 for some g ∈ H, g = 0. For the construction we set B = {f ∈ Hol(D) : sup z∈D 1 − |z| 2 |f (z)| < ∞}, ||f || B = sup z∈D 1 − |z| 2 |f (z)|.
By Theorem 2 of [RS] , there is a sequence Λ = {λ n } n≥0 with no limit point in D and such that for all f ∈ B, sup n≥0 1 − |λ n | 2 |f (λ n )| ≥ 1/2||f || B .
We may also assume that Λ is dominating for H ∞ . The linear operator T : B → l ∞ , T f = { 1 − |λ n | 2 f (λ n )} n≥0 is bounded and bounded from below. Furthermore it is clear that T cannot be onto, because if {1, 0, 0, ...} = T f for some f ∈ B, then the function (ζ − λ 0 )f ∈ B is zero at all points λ n ; hence ||(ζ − λ 0 )f || B = 0. This would imply f = 0, which would be a contradiction. Finally, we claim that the range of T is weak* closed in l ∞ . This is a standard argument, which we indicate for completeness. Since l ∞ is the dual of the separable space l 1 it follows from the Krein-Smulian Theorem that it is enough to check that the range of T is weak* sequentially closed. If {T f k } is a weak* convergent sequence, then it must be norm bounded. Since T is bounded below, the sequence {f k } is norm bounded in B. The proof can now be completed with a normal families argument.
It follows that there is a nonzero element {a n } n≥0 ∈ l 1 such that n≥0 a n 1 − |λ n | 2 f (λ n ) = 0 for every f ∈ B.
We now set w n = |a n |(1 − |λ n | 2 ) whenever a n = 0. Then {n:a n =0} w n 1−|λ n | 2 = n≥0 |a n | < ∞; thus we may choose {w n } and c such that w n > 0 for all n, n≥0 w n 1−|λ n | 2 ≤ c and w n = |a n |(1 − |λ n | 2 ) whenever a n = 0. We set g = f ∞ n=0 a n √ 1−|λ n | 2 z−λ n . Then ∞ n=0 |a n | 2 (1−|λ n | 2 ) w n = n≥0 |a n | < ∞, so g ∈ H. Furthermore, since n≥0 a n 1 − |λ n | 2 λ j n = 0 for each j ≥ 0 we see that ζ k g = f ∞ n=0 a n λ k n √ 1−|λ n | 2 z−λ n and ||ζ k g|| 2 = ∞ n=0 |a n | 2 |λ n | 2k (1−|λ n | 2 ) w n . By the dominated convergence theorem this converges to zero as k → ∞.
